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Rings for Men Runic & Celtic Bands

      XR126              XXR126               XR129      XXR129        XXR236       XR236        XR132          XXR132          XXR142              XR142

The inseparable qualities of design and workmanship have made 
Ortak’s Celtic rings enduringly popular. The intricate patterns and 

knotwork of these rings symbolise the hope of eternal life and have 
come to  be accepted as a talisman of longevity.
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Rings for Men Runic & Celtic Bands

                     XR263                      XR262         XXR262               XR237                       XR321                   XR317         XR319              XR318
 XR264 (pair)              

Simple polished band rings inscribed with runes, the ancient writing 
of the Norse, that reads - Love  Loyalty  Friendship

Ortak could create a ring with your very own Runic message. See 
pages 19 and 20. 
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Runic & Celtic Band Rings

     R75         R126         R142         R132            R129                 R121             R236              R174           R156         R153       R204               R78

Our designers have interpreted the Celtic art form in an expressive  
way, incorporating the freedom of line associated with this ancient 

style. Reflecting the romance and legend of their Celtic origins, check 
pages 19-20 to see how to add a personal message to yours.
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Runic & Celtic Band Rings  for Ladies

       R265          R262           R263                R237                  R329    SR150    SR110          R318                 R321     R319            R317
       (pair)                 

                       
     amber   white opal       

Simple polished band rings inscribed with runes, the ancient writing 
of the Norse, that reads - Love  Loyalty  Friendship

Ortak could create a ring with your very own Runic message. See 
pages 19 and 20. 
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Cut Stone Rings Enamel Band Rings

                  CR49                         CR50                            CR53                    ER76            ER75       ER77                 ER41          ER71
These rings are available in either amethyst, blue topaz or smoky quartz

Classic ring designs set with brilliant cut semi-precious stones to 
add that certain sparkle of colour.

For centuries, jewellers have added colour with enamel, powdered glass 
fused onto the surface. Bold or subtle but always strikingly different.
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Contemporary Enamel Rings

             ER73                 ER72                 ER42          OR15          ER60          ER61            ER66          ER67       ER69        ER68            ER70

Enamelled rings from the Rhapsody and Blaze collections.A riot of hot and tropically fruity colours, inspired by exotic plants 
and flowers.
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Stylish Silver Rings

      R53            R100   R102          R213       R214     R231    R306 R307      R308         R325       R326     R327       R328      R332        R330

which is even softer than silver in its pure form, requires more additional metals to create 
both colour and strength. Purity is measured in carats (ct) or parts in 24. Most commonly 
used in the UK is 9ct, or 9 parts gold in 24. Ortak produces pieces in 9ct, 14ct or 18ct.

Silver is a white lustrous metal which, when in its fine form (99.9% pure), is generally too 
soft for producing jewellery. Ortak uses Sterling silver, an alloy containing 92.5% silver 
mixed with other metals, usually copper, to increase strength yet maintain ductility. Gold, 
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Stone Set Rings

      SR124                      SR125          SR128                SR138         SR139       SR140                 SR144      SR145            SR147           SR148
     black onyx                      black onyx         black onyx               opal triplet       opal triplet

Hematite, popular in jewellery from Victorian times, is a crystal of iron 
oxide. Rings SR144 - SR148 are also available in black onyx and jasper. So, 
if you fancy something a little different, Just Ask!

     opal triplet                  hematite      hematite             hematite            hematite

Timeless black onyx is a semi-precious stone cut from the darkest bands of 
striped agates. Opal triplets are made from thin slices of opal sandwiched 
between clear stone, showing the fire of an opal at a fraction of the cost. 
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Contemporary Diamond Rings Paired Diamond Rings

        GDR41                GDR37                       GDR45                    GR313                GR312                         GR314                       GR311
                                                                                             GDR42      GDR38                       GDR39                                           GDR40                   

Diamonds will always symbolise love: everlasting, rare and precious. 
A personal and sensitive emotion represented by a unique and 

stylish gem. The understated elegance of Ortak’s diamond rings, 
classic or contemporary, provide a lasting keepsake of your love.
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Celtic Diamond Rings Classic Diamond Rings

        GDR1                         GR257                  GDR5                  GDR17                GDR12              GDR13                 GDR43            GDR44
                                  GDR23

At Ortak we only ever use conflict-free diamonds, stones 
guaranteed to have been obtained without the use of violence, 

human rights abuses, child labour, or environmental destruction. So 
you can enjoy your Ortak diamond ring with a clear conscience!
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Rings for Ladies Gold Celtic Bands

                GR126                 GR129          GR132                    GR121                GR142      GR153              GR156                 GR174      

Ortak’s Celtic jewellery designs reflect the romance and legend of 
its Celtic origins. Inspired by the Pictish School of Celtic Art, our 

designers have used numerous variations of the infinite Celtic knot  
throughout these pieces.

                                                                                                   GR204
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Rings for LadiesGold Runic & Celtic Bands

       GR263           WR265           GR262                 GR236       GR237         GR318           GR257           GR319     GR321                GR317
                                (pair)

Simple polished band rings inscribed with runes, the ancient writing 
of the Norse, that reads - Love, Loyalty, Friendship

Ortak could create a ring with your very own Runic message. See 
pages 19 and 20. 
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Gold Celtic Bands Rings for Men

    GXR126    GXXR126    GXXR132      GXR132   GXR319    GXR317      GXR321           GXR142       GXXR142     GXR129       GXXR129

The inseparable qualities of design and workmanship have made 
Ortak’s Celtic rings enduringly popular. The intricate patterns and 

knotwork of these rings symbolise the hope of eternal life and have 
come to be accepted as a talisman of longevity.
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Gold Runic Bands Rings for Men

    GXXR262                 WXR264      GXR262                  GXR263          GXR318              GXR236           GXXR236         GXR237       

When Norsemen first settled the islands of the North, they brought with them the 
art of rune carving. A simple alphabet usually carved in wood, bone or stone with a 

blade or axe head, runes would be worn as a talisman. These rings carry the legend 
‘Love, Loyalty, Friendship’. To create your own message see pages 19-20.
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Gold Heritage Rings Contemporary Gold Rings

    GR75               GR78                 GR100             GR102      GR53       GR306             GR307             GR308            GR330           GR332

Thistle rings, bedecked with the national emblem of Scotland and 
Art Nouveau inspired floral forms - timeless classics.

Fluid sculptural forms provide a modern take on some classic 
themes.
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Gold Cut Stone Rings Contemporary Gold Rings

                 GCR49                        GCR50                           GCR53
These rings are available in either amethyst, blue topaz or smoky quartz

                SR138              SR139       SR140                    GCR83
in cubic zirconia, 

blue topaz or amethyst
opal triplet             opal triplet    opal triplet


